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Bi-directional, Selective Fish 
Passage: The Complications of 
Fish Passage in the Laurentian 
Great Lakes 
Tom Pratt, Fisheries and Oceans Canada 
Rob McLaughlin, University of Guelph 
Andrew Muir, Great Lakes Fishery Commission 
A Brief History of Barriers 
• Milling, mining and forestry 
• Water regulation, recreation and 
hydroelectric power generation 
• Control of invasive species 
Januchowski-Hartley et al. 2013 
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Hansen, M.J. 1999. Great Lakes Fishery Policy   
and Management - a Binational Perspective.  
• Sea lampreys helped 
decimate Great Lakes 
fish populations 
• Barriers are an integral 
component of a 
$21MM annual 
binational sea lamprey 
control effort 
 
Asian Carp on the Horizon 
• Electrical barrier 
keeping Asian 
carp out of the 
Great Lakes 
Increasing Pressure  
for Dam Removals 
Management Challenge 
INVASIVE CONTROL vs RESTORATION 
 
FRAGMENTATION vs CONNECTIVITY 
Research Goal 
• Provide bi-directional movement of 
desirable fishes through and removal of 
invasive fishes in fragmented watersheds 
Project Objectives 
1. Develop selective bi-directional fish 
sorting technology as an adaptive 
management experiment 
2. Determine protocols for implementing bi-
directional selective fish passage 
throughout the Great Lakes Basin 
3. Set solutions in a global context 
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Aug 2013 Popular 
Science 
How to sort an assortment of things? 
Pheromone attraction 
Electrical Guidance 
Integrating Technologies 
Sea Lamprey Behaviour 
Chemical repellants 
Integrating Technologies 
• Shape recognition 
 
• Behavioral recognition 
 
• Color identification 
 
• Enumeration 
Conceptual Approach 
Integrating Technologies 
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 Novel
 Pheromones
 Alarm cues
 Co2 curtain
• If you have any 
experience in this 
area (or ideas) we 
would love to hear 
from you: 
Tom Pratt: 
thomas.pratt@dfo-
mpo.gc.ca 
Rob McLaughlin: 
rlmclaug@uoguelph
.ca 
Andrew Muir: 
amuir@glfc.org 
 
